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ABSTRACT
It is shown that Cornwall’s pinch technique can be extended in a consistent diagrammatic
way, so as to describe general background field gauges in Yang-Mills theories. The resulting
one-loop Green’s functions are found to obey Ward identities identical t o those derived
from the classical action. This generalization of the pinch technique may hence be related
to the background field method implemented with novel gauge-Gng conditions invariant
under background field gauge transformations. To one loop, the connection between the
generalized pinch technique and the background field method in covariant and in noncovariant gauges i s explicitly demonstrated.
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Introduction

The pinch technique (PT), as has originally been introduced by Cornwall [l], is a power-

ful field-theoretical algorithm, which re-arranges the S-matrix elements of gauge theories,
such that the resulting proper two-point, three-point, . . . , n-point correlation functions
satisfy Ward identities (WIs) identical to those derived from the classical Lagrangian [l-31.
Within this framework, the one-loop effective PT Green’s functions can further be shown
to be independent [l-51 of the gauge-fixing conditions imposed in a rigorous way [6].In
Ref. [4],an approach has been suggested for the construction of high-order self-energies,
which are gauge independent within the PT. The authors of Ref. [7] have independently
tested the gauge invariance and consistency of this approach in a two-loop example. Apart
from gauge independence, most importantly, basic field theoretical requirements based on
unitarity, analyticity and renormalizability are satisfied for the off-shell PT correlation
functions [6].These conditions are deduced from resummation considerations, [4,6],
which
naturally emanate from describing the underlying dynamics of unstable particles in spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) theories, such as the Standard Model (SM) and/or its
renormalizable extensions. From that point of view, we think that a physical meaning may
be assigned to an off-shell PT Green’s function.
One may now raise the question whether the diagrammatic approach of the PT can
be formulated on the basis of the path integral, through which the quantized Lagrangian
can give rise to Green’s functions exhibiting the very same properties mentioned above.
If one relaxes the requirement of unitarity, such a quantized action obeying the classical
WIs can be found with the help of the background field method ( B F M ) [8]. The focal
idea of the B F M may be explained as follows. First, one decomposes linearly the gauge
field appearing in the classical action in terms of a background field,

a,,

and the quantum

field, A,, which is a variable of integration in the path integral. In the Fadeev-Popov
quantization method [9],it is then necessary to eliminate the unphysical degrees of the
gauge field by breaking the gauge invariance of the classical Lagrangian through a gaugefixing condition, which is usually taken to be of covariant form, even though such a choice
of gauge fixing may not be unique. Most importantly, the gauge-fixing condition is chosen

a,.

to be invariant under gauge transformations of the background field
Thus, the whole
Lagrangian possesses a background-field gauge invariance with respect to the field
which only appears outside the loops. However, the gauge symmetry is explicitly broken

a,,

by the quantum field A,, which occurs in the loop only. In SSB theories, the latter leads to
(g-dependent unphysical thresholds in the resummed off-shell self-energies, thus spoiling
the physical requirement of unitarity [4,6]. Only for the specific choice of the gauge-
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fixing parameter (Q = 1, unitarity cuts of the one-loop Green’s functions are found to
correspond to physical Landau singularities [6]. As a consequence, the one-loop analytic
results obtained by the PT coincide with those calculated in the B F M quantized in a
covariant gauge with (Q = 1 [lO].
In this paper, we shall present a different point of view. Given the above connection
between PT and B F M for

(Q = 1, one may now ask the question whether it is possible

to generalize the algorithm of the PT so as to obtain an explicit relation between the new
diagrammatic approach and the B F M for any value of (Q. In Section 2, we shall present an
extended version of the PT, which is here called the generalized PT (GPT), and address
the above question in the affirmative. In addition, after gaining some insight of the G P T
in the covariant gauges, we will extend our considerations into non-covariant gauges, such
as axial [ll-151 or Coulomb gauges. Again, the effective Green’s functions derived with the

GPT will satisfy the usual PT

or B F M WIs. In Section

3, the Lagrangian is quantized via

the B F M in covariant and non-covariant gauges. The one-loop analytic results obtained
for the Green’s functions are shown to be identical to those found by the GPT in the
corresponding gauge. The latter is demonstrated in the scattering qij + q’q’ in Section 4.
This establishes an explicit connection between the G P T and the B F M in a wide class of
gauges. Section 5 contains our conclusions.

2

Generalized pinch technique

We shall briefly outline the main features of the PT and present the crucial modifications
pertaining t o the GPT in an arbitrary gauge. We restrict ourselves to pure Yang-Mills
theories. For a comprehensive discussion on the PT, the reader is referred to [16].
Consider the scattering q(pl)ij(p2) --+ q’(kl)q’(k2) in the covariant Re gauges. The
one-loop transition amplitude can conveniently be written down as

+

+

Here, pl p2 = -q = kl k2 and I’,, = (g/2)~7,,A~21is tree gluon-quark-quark vertex
(Aqij), where g is the strong coupling constant and A“ are the SU(N) generators in the
fundamental representation. Furthermore, the gluon propagator in the covariant gauges is
given by

1

3

(2.2)

with
ipu(q)

=

-gpu

+q2
QPQU

9

QPQU

L ( q ) = -*
q2

(2.3)

In Eq. (2.1), IIh$(q), I ' i $ ( q , p l , p 2 ) , B ( C ) ( p l , p 2-k1,
,
- k 2 ) denote the one-loop gluon vacuum
polarization, the one-loop vertex Aqij, and the box graphs, respectively. Evidently, the total
5'-matrix element in Eq. (2.1) is gauge independent. However, the individual ( dependence
present in the one-loop correlation functions can also be eliminated with the help of the
PT diagrammatic approach [3]. Within the PT, the transition amplitude may be recast as
follows:
(q'ij'lTlqq)

+
+

= rPA$(q)frPW
AL?(P) rX*

+ rPA!?(q) FA*(-%

k l , k2)

A$?(n)FA*

fP(Q,Pl,P2)

-k1,-k2)

&l,P2,

(2.4)

Correspondingly, a P U ( q ) , f P ( q , p l , p z ) and E ( p l , p 2 , -k1, -k2) are the one-loop gaugeindependent PT two-, three- and four-point Green's functions. In this approach, the effective gluon vacuum polarization turns out to be transverse, i.e.,
fiPU(Q)

=

tPU(Q)

(2.5)

fr=(q2)

and
QPfr(4,P1,Pz) =

s [ W 1 )- W

2 ) ]

(2.6)

*

E(#)

In Eq. (2.6),
is the effective PT quark self-energy, which satisfies the very same WI
known from QED. In particular, E( I/) is the usual quark self-energy calculated in the gauge
( = 1, i.e., the Feynman-'t Hooft gauge. Because of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), the remaining
( dependence of the tree-gluon propagators in Eq. (2.4) is trivial. Apparently, one choice
dictated by simplicity would be to set ( = 1.

(4

(b)

Fig. 1: (G)PT decomposition of the tri-gluon vertex in a general gauge.
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The PT accomplishes to arrive at Eq. (2.4) starting from Eq. (2.1). The observation
to be made is that the residual dependence of IIL9(q), for example, is hidden in the
vertices and boxes and should therefore be “pinched” out. These “pinching” (or PT) terms
are kinematically indistinguishable with that of IIL$(q) and should therefore be added to it,
yielding the gauge-independent PT self-energy fiPV(q). Similarly, the PT effective vertex
f,,(q,pl, p2) receives PT contributions from the box graphs.

In order to extract the PT terms, one has to employ some elementary WIs at the
S-matrix level. Each time a loop momentum k” gets contracted with a 7,, of an internal
quark line, it gives rise t o WIs of the kind

P

=

(P1+

P-

mq)

-

(Pl

-

mq).

(2.7)

In general, such pinching momenta can originate either from the kp-dependent part of
the gluon propagator in the loop or from the tri-gluon vertex depicted in Fig. 1. This is
diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2. In a typical gauge-dependent vertex graph, the first
term of the RHS of Eq. (2.7) cancels the virtual fermion propagator, whereas the second
one vanishes for external on-shell quarks. This algorithm produces self-energy-type graphs,
which we call self-energy PT parts, shown in Fig. 2(b). These self-energy PT terms should
be allotted to the proper two-point correlation function evaluated in the given gauge. In
this context, we must remark that the gauge dependence in the QED-like part of I’Lt)(q)
vanishes identically. As can be seen from Fig. 3 in a diagrammatic manner, even for a
propagator in the axial gauge [ll]

the terms not proportional to gPV and q2 produce PT terms that add to zero in the dimensional regularization (DR). Without loss of generality, we will adopt D R in the following,
since massless tadpole integrals do not contribute in this scheme.

Fig. 2: One-loop (G)PT vertex (a) and its propagator-like counterpart (b).
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H+X+X
Fig. 3 : Vanishing of the (G)PT terms in the axial gauge for the Abelian part of rlP(q,pl,p2).

Apart from self-energy PT terms originating from vertex graphs, a box diagram can
also contribute PT terms to f f p v ( q ) for # 1, as has been displayed in Fig. 4. Since the PT
self-energy is independent of the gauge-fixing parameter

[16], the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge

provides a great computational simplification. In this gauge, the only pinching momenta
are contained in the tri-gluon vertex,

+ +

where q p k = 0 and all four-momenta are incoming, as shown in Fig. 1. To make this
explicit, we first decompose f a b T p v X ( q ,p, k) in the following way:

with

Notice that the splitting of the tri-gauge coupling in

Eq. (2.10) makes reference to the
external gluon, A$ say. This explicitly breaks the cyclic symmetry of r p v x ( q , p ,k), which
6

is not present neither in l’Fvx(q,p,k) nor in I’fvx(q,p,Ic). To underline this feature, we
shall diagrammatically represent the gluons in the loop by wavy lines, e.g., see Figs. 2(a)
in Eq. (2.12) contains the pinching loop
and 2(b). It is now easy to recognize that
momenta Ic and p. In addition, we have

(2.13)

where V,;’(q) = t,,(q)q2 and AF;’(q) = -gpyq2 are the inverse gluon propagators in the
does not have any inverse,
unitary and the [ = 1 gauge, respectively. Note that UA1(q)
unless a fictitious SSB mass is introduced for the massless gluon in order to cope with
infra-red (IR) infinities.

(4

(b)

Fig. 4: (G)PT decomposition of the box graph.

It is important to notice that the decomposition of r w x ( q , p , k ) in Eq. (2.10) will
imply the transversality of fipY(q). After extracting the self-energy PT terms induced by
I’fvx(q,p,k ) and considering the ghost loop, one obtains the analytic expression [16]

where n = 4 - 2 ~p , = -q - Ic,
of SU(N), and

CA

= N is the Casimir factor in the adjoint representation

S,F(P, k ) = 9 (P - k),

(2.16)

It is now straightforward to check that indeed,
(2.17)
7

on account of Eq. (2.14) and the fact that massless tadpoles vanish in DR. Furthermore,
it has been noticed [lO] that the result given in Eq. (2.15)is identical t o that obtained
by the BFM for (0 = 1 in a covariant gauge condition [8]. In fact, it is easy t o see [17]
that fObCI’rvX(q,p,k)and fO”S:(p,k) are equal to the coupling of the gluon background
to quantum gluons, A, and ghosts, cg, respectively. We will return to this point
field,
in Section 3.

a,

In the derivation of Eq. (2.17), the WI in Eq. (2.14) has been crucial. One could
therefore ask the question whether the PT can be generalized by modifying the conventional
decomposition of Eq. (2.10)in a way consistent with the elementary WI stated in Eq. (2.14).
Suppose we make the decomposition of the tri-gluon vertex,

for a fixed given ( = (Q, such that

with

(2.20)
Moreover, we require that Cornwall’s PT be recovered for (Q = l.* Then, pinching
momenta will arise from I’r:p)(q,p,le) and from the difference of propagators A$(q) A$)(q) = l p v ( q )((Q - ()/q2. This generalized version of the PT,the GPT,will be formulated in the covariant Rt gauges in Section 2.1 and in non-covariant gauges in Section

2.2.

2.1

GPT in covariant gauges

In this section, we shall formulate the GPT in the covariant RI gauges and argue that this
extended version of the PT has very similar features with Cornwall’s PT [l].
We start again from the decomposition in Eq. (2.18),

*The decomposition in Eq. (2.18) may be similar to that given by the author in Ref. [2]. His motivation was to develop an ultra-violet-improved gauge technique by including a non-perturbative transverse

Aqq vertex in the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the quark self-energy. However, our main interest and
theoretical analysis are very Merent from Ref. [2].

k ) in compliance with the WI of Eq. (2.19)

It is not difficult to find that the term I':A)(q,p,
may be given by

(2.21)
and

(2.22)
Moreover, the propagator ALtQ'(q)is defined in Eq. (2.2) for ( = (Q and its inverse in Eq.
(2.20). Note that the traditional PT [l] is restored in the limit ( Q -+ 1, in which Eqs.
(2.21) and (2.22) collapse correspondingly to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). In the same limit, the
gluon propagator AL:,?'(q) goes into A f ( q ) .
We will now see how GPT operates at the S-matrix level, having features very similar
to those of the PT [l].First, we must observe that I'zf?)(q,p, k ) indeed 'pinches" in Fig.
2. For simplicity, we consider that the gluon propagators are in the gauge ( = ( Q . Then,
the only pinching contributions in Fig. 2 come from the expression

(2.23)
Indeed, the RHS of Eq. (2.23) has the correct structure to provide the self-energy GPT
terms for a given (Q by means of Eq. (2.7). Again, setting (Q = 1 in Eq. (2.23), Cornwall's
pinching procedure is fully recovered. The remaining tri-gauge coupling l'pi(q,p,
k), together with the QED-like graphs shown in Fig. 3, give rise to the one-loop effective GPT
Aqq-coupling, denoted by f!,?'(q, PI, p2). In addition, we have

which is exactly the WI of Eq. (2.6). Correspondingly, E(€Q)($) is the GPT quark selfenergy, which coincides with the usual quark self-energy evaluated in the gauge ( = ( Q .
After all the self-energy GPT terms induced by the generulized pinching momenta in Eq.
(2.23) have been identified and added to II$)(q), as shown in Fig. 5, the effective GPT
self-energy, II!,tQ)(q), takes on the analytic form
A

(2.25)
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where ad contracted Lorentz indices on the RHS of Eq. (2.25) are not explicitly displayed.
At this stage, one can already see the connection between the GPT and the B F M in the
covariaat gauges, when comparing filf,"'(q) with the B F M gluon self-energy given in Ref.
[10,17]. This relation will be further elaborated in Section 4.

+x+x
Fig. 5 : Connection between GPT and BFM in a

6 = (Q gauge for the self-energy fig?).

Even though we have worked in a gauge, in which the virtual gluon propagators have
been gauge-fixed in ( = (Q,one can, however, check that our results would have remained
unaffected if we had chosen another gauge. The algorithm of the GPT in the

(Q gauge is

completely specified, as long as the steps contained in Eqs. (2.18)-(2.22) are explicitly given.
In fact, these would not change, even if the gluon propagators were taken in the axial gauge
given in Eq. (2.8). In this case, it is important to identify what the generalized pinching
momenta are. These G P T momenta originate from the gluon propagators difference

and the tri-gauge generalized pinching part of the vertex, I ' ~ ~In~particular,
) .
the process

[18] and gauge independence [5] of the GPT may be shown rigorously by virtue of Becchi-
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Rouet-Stora identities [19], as was done in Ref. [6]. We will not pursue this topic here any
further. Instead, we shall apply the GPT in non-covariant gauges.

GPT in non-covariant gauges

2.2

Following the method developed in the previous section, we shall extend the GPT beyond
the covariant gauges. Let us first consider the general non-covariant gauge-fkng condition

[ll-131
G"[A] = -aPAE.
VPVU
q2
The above condition enters the quantum Lagrangian via the gauge-fixing term

L

1
1)

= -

qq2)2

(2.27)

(2.28)

(7P17uaPAE)2,

where 7'' is an arbitrary but constant four-vector. In general, we can classify the noncovariant gauges from the different values of q 2 , i . e . , q 2 < 0 (axial gauge), q2 = 0 (light-cone
gauge), q2 > 0 (Hamilton or time-like gauge). For ( = 0, one may use Lagrange multipliers
La and write L, as
L, = - L"(ffaPAt),
(2.29)
where La is an auxiliary field that mixes with the gluon A". This leads to a proliferation
of Feynman rules. Therefore, it may be more convenient to work with ( # 0 and then take
the limit ( + 0. To avoid excessive complication, we set ( = 1 in the following, unless it
is explicitly stated otherwise. The latter, however, does not conhe the generality of our
formulation concerning the GPT in the non-covariant gauges.
Considering the gauge-fixing term in Eq. (2.28), the inverse propagator is written
down

(2.30)
with

cy

= ( q q ) 2 / ( q 2 q 2and
) ( = 1. This leads to the propagator

(2.31)

+

where @ = (1 l/a)q2. Within the framework of the GPT in these gauges, we have to
decompose the tri-gauge vertex I'PuA(q,p, k ) as
rPuA(Q,

P,k ) = r!2A(q, P,k )

11

+ r$?(q, P,k)

9

(2.32)

A natural solution to Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) may be given by
(rl)
rpwyx

(

q 1 P A = S [ ( P - k ) PQWX

+ (Ic -

Q)WQPX

+ (q -

P)XQPW

(2.34)
(2.35)
Employing the identity

7, A(.)( ) = - (712)2 Qw
PW Q
( q d3

(2.36)

we can readily see that l?E$)(q, p , Ic) contains generalized pinching momenta, viz.

(2.37)
In these non-covariant gauges, it can be shown that ghosts decouple from S-matrix
elements completely in the DR [12]. To give an example, we consider the ghost contribution
to the gluon self-energy. The interaction Lagrangian containing the ghosts, ci, may be
derived from

(2.38)
by calculating the response of the gauge-fixing condition G"[A]in Eq. (2.27) under an
infinitesimal gauge transformation of the field A ; , i . e . ,

A;

-+

A;

-

1
-ape.
+ fabc eb A,.c

(2.39)

9
In this way, we find the ghost propagator,

(2.40)
and the gluon-ghost-ghost coupling, A i ( q )- c:(p) - ci(k),

(2.41)

+ +

with q p Ic = 0. With the aid of the Feynman rules in Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41), it is
straightforward to show the vanishing of the ghost loop in the gluon self-energy. Indeed,
one has

(2.42)

12

The last integral in Eq. (2.42) vanishes through a shift of the loop-momentum variable
to the origin. B y analogy, one can show that ghosts do not contribute to three-gluon,
four-gluon, etc., vertices at one loop.
Taking the afore-mentioned decoupling property of the ghosts into account, we find
that the effective GPT self-energy in non-covariant gauges is given by

where

T p )is

a tadpole contribution having the form

which vanishes in DR.In addition, we obtain the same WIs with those of the GPT in the
covariant gauges and the PT, i.e.,

where E(.)($) is the G P T quark self-energy in the corresponding gauge. This self-energy
is easily determined by taking the gluon propagator in the loop in the non-covariant form
of Eq. (2.31). It should be stressed that the transversality identity in Eq. (2.46) does not
reassure that fig(q)is only proportional to t,,,,(q) in general. In non-covariant gauges,
there can exist another Lorentz structure [12] having the transversality property of Eq.
(2.46), which is given by

(2.47)

As a result, the G P T self-energy can generally be expressed as follows:
(2.48)
Beyond one loop, these gauges may pose some computational difficulties [13], since the
higher-order correlation functions will contain unphysical poles of the kind l / ( k 7). Nevertheless, at one loop, Mandelstam-Leibbrandt prescriptions for regularization of these
poles can lead to meaningful results [14].

-

Another and, perhaps, more familiar form of the gauge-ftcing condition in noncovariant gauges is [11,12]
1
(2.49)
GVI = m77pA;-
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The inverse gluon propagator in this gauge for any value of ( is given by
(2.50)
which yields

For ( # 0, the propagator in this class of gauges shows a bad high-energy unitarity behaviour coming from the &dependent term in Eq. (2.51), which will affect multiplicative
renormalization. The characteristic feature of these gauges is the complete absence of a
PA

pinching tri-gauge term, I’P;x(q,p,k), within the framework of the GPT. It is easy to see
that

1
(2.52)
- qP J L . A ( Q , P k, ) = A$l(P) - A Y ( k ) .
9
Taking Eq. (2.13) into account, we observe the presence of an extra freedom in the RHS

of Eq. (2.52). To be specific, one can always add to the inverse propagator U$(q) in the
unitary gauge a symmetric q2-independent tensor, such as 77Pv,/((772) in Eq. (2.50), without
violating the WI of Eq. (2.52). Even though the whole algorithm of the G P T may be trivial
in this case, the absence of generalized pinching parts in the tri-gluon coupling can account
for the fact that the WIs in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) are automatically satisfied in this gauge.
The latter will be valid for any one-loop multi-point correlation function in QCD [1,16].
Our considerations can equally carry over to general Coulomb gauges, which arise
from the gauge-fixing condition,

G”[A] =

( - gPY + 7
rIP’rlY )
a,,A;,
77

(2.53)

with 77” = ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) . Again, one can evaluate effective GPT two-point, three-point, etc.,
correlation functions, using the extended PT algorithm outlined above.
In Section 2.1, it has become apparent that it exists a connection between the G P T
and the BFM in covariant gauges. One may therefore attempt to investigate if there is a
similar analogue for the G P T in non-covariant gauges. This will be our main concern in
the next section.

3

Background field method in general gauges

First, we shall briefly review the main features of the BFM in pure Yang-Mills theories, such
as quark-less QCD with N colours. For more details, the reader is referred to [17]. Then,

14

we shall consider the B F M in general non-covariant gauges and compare our results for the
two-point Green’s functions with those obtained by the G P T in the respective gauge.
The B F M relies on the linear expansion of the gauge field, A ; , about the background
which amounts to replacing
field,

4,

A; + & + A ; ,
in the classical Yang-Mills Lagrangian

1
l y ~ [ AA] = - Fiv[A A] Fa*”v[A A ] ,

+

+

4

+

(3.2)

where the field strength tensor, F;”,[Q],of a Yang-Mills field, Q ; , is defmed as usual by

J’;”[QI

=

4QE-

+ gf”“QLQ:.

(3.3)

Adopting ’t-Hooft’s formulation in Ref. [8], it is not necessary t o assign a source term
as only the field component A gets quantized. In fact, the quantum field A is the
to
integration variable in the generating functional

a,

Z [ J , A ] = / [ d A ] d e tbG“
[ s ] exp [ i / d 4 z ( l y ~ -(G”)2
1
2tQ

+ J,”A””)].

(3.4)

In Eq. (3.4), G” is the gauge-fixing condition and SG“/bBb is its derivative under the
infinitesimal gauge transformation of the quantum field A ; ,

1
6AZ = - - 8,s”
9

+ f’“eb((aL + A : ) .

(3.5)

One of the main advantages of the B F M is that one can maintain gauge invariance in
Z [ J , A ] with respect t o the background field
In covariant gauges, one usually chooses
the background field gauge-fixing condition

4.

G ” [ A , A ] = 8,,Aa+

+ gf”kALAc+.

(3-6)

With the gauge-fixing condition (3.6), one can show that Z[J,A]is invariant under the
infinitesimal transformations [ 171:

1
--a,,&+

6%

=

SJ;

c
= - f abc-b
9 J,,
.

9

f a k 9- bA- c, ,

(3.7)
(3-8)

In Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we have denoted the infinitesimal parameter of the gauge transforby 8”. The parameter 8. should be regarded independent of that appearing
mation of
in the gauge transformation of the quantum field A ; in Eq. (3.5). In order t o prove that

4

A] =

Z[J,

Z[J

+ 6J,A + &A],
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(3.9)

it is very helpful to make the following orthogonal transformation of the integration variable
A f in the vector space spanned by the generators of the gauge group S U ( N ) :

A: + A: = A: - r"dbAE = Oab(8)A;.

(3.10)

Oab(8) = Jab - fcrzb& is an orthogonal matrix representing a rotation by an infinitesimal
amount 8. Thus, the change of variables given in Eq. (3.10) leaves the integration measure
invariant. On the other hand, the gauge-fixing term in Eq. (3.6) transforms as
G"[A+

&A,A] =

G"[A,A']

+ f""dbGc[A,A'] = OT@'(8)GC[A,
A'].

(3.11)

As a result, the background field gauge invariance of the term proportional to (G")2 in Eq.
(3.4) is evident, since this term is manifestly invariant under orthogonal rotations, given in
Eq. (3.11). This property of G" will turn out to be very crucial, while extending the gaugefixing condition to non-covariant background field gauges. Finally, it is straightforward to
calculate the derivative relation
6
6
-Ga[A 6A, Ae(A
= OTtac(8) G'[A, A"(A)] O"(8) ,
(3.12)
68b

+

+ sa)]

where- &--=Oab(8)Ob.In Eq. (3.12), we have explicitly indicated the dependence of the
variation of the quantum field A on the background field and the infinitesimal parameter
8. It is now obvious that det[6G"/6Bb] is invariant under transformations in Eqs. (3.7) and
(3.8), since det[Oab(8)] = 1. This completes our proof of the equality in Ea. (3.9).

A

It is now useful to define the generating functional,

W[J,A] = -ilnZ[J,A],

(3.13)

whose derivatives give rise to connected Green's functions. Finally, by performing a Legendre transformation, we define

(3.14)
with

(3.15)

r[A,A] is the effective action generating

one-particle irreducible

(1PI)Green's functions.

From Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9), we readily find

r[A,A]
with

=

r[ii',A + 6 4 ,

(3.16)

=

r[o,A+ 6 4 .

(3.17)

= Oab(8)AL. This implies that

q o , A]
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Equation (3.17) shows the invariance of the effective action, r[O, under gauge transforThis may be considered to be the most central result
mations of the background field
occurs in external lines, since
= 0,
of the B F M . In the B F M , the background field,
whereas the quantum field, Af, appears in the loops only, as it is the dynamical variable
Further details about the relation between r[O, and
which is integrated over in Z[J,
the conventional quantum action r[A]may be found in [17].

a],

4.

4,

a].

(e)
a]

Employing the Feynman rules derived from the B F M in covariant gauges [17], one
can easily see that the gluon self-energy and the one-loop &ij vertex function are exactly
equal with those found with the G P T in Rt gauges (cf. Eq. (2.25)). Another important
consequence of background field gauge invariance is the great simplification of the renormalization in Yang-Mills theories [17]. If ZA and 2, are the kwave-function and coupling
renormalization constants, respectively, B F M imposes the equality 2, = Z i ’ . The effect of
this QED-like relation is that the running of the effective coupling constant g(p) is entirely
determined by the coefficient factor, bl, which multiplies the ultra-violet (UV) divergent
part of IIPu
- ( € Q ) ( q ) , as it happens in QED. At one loop, the value of this coefficient factor is
b1

= l l c ~ / [17].
3

It is now worthwhile to investigate if the gauge-fixing condition given in Eq. (3.6)
is conceivably the only possible. To address this question, we should first notice how the
covariant derivative, defined in the adjoint representation as

transforms under the background-field gauge transformation (3.7). Specifically, we have
(3.19)
Evidently, the gauge-fixing condition
(3.20)
leaves Z[J,A] invariant under background field gauge transformations. In fact, in order
to get from the conventional approach in covariant and non-covariant gauges to the corresponding B F M quantized action, it is sufficient t o make the replacement Sda, + D F [ a ] ,
in the gauge-fixing term of the former. Thus, the B F M analogue of the general Coulomb
gauge in Eq. (2.53) will be given by
(3.21)
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with the four-vector 77" = (1,0,0,0). Another acceptable form for a gauge-fixing condition
is the one already encountered in Eq. (2.49), i.e.,

which trivially satisfies Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). Consequently, the effective action quantized
via the gauge-fixing condition of Eq. (2.49) possesses a background-field-gauge invariance
inherently [15]. As has also been noticed in [15], the n-point BFM correlation functions
(for n 2 2) will be identical to the Green's function's derived from the usual approach in
the same gauge. This fact is consistent with our earlier observation of the complete absence
of generalized pinching parts in the tri-gauge coupling I',,ux(q,p, Ic) through the WI of Eq.
(2.52), which renders GPT trivial in these gauges. Clearly, linear combinations [15] of Eqs.
(2.49), (3.6) and (3.20) will constitute acceptable forms of gauge-fixing conditions within
the B F M applied to a renonnalizable Yang-Mills theory.
Instead of studying the most general gauge-fixing condition mentioned above, we can
show that the results obtained in the BFM in the non-covariant gauge (3.20) are equal to
those found with the G P T in the corresponding gauge (cf. Eq. (2.27)). Assuming = 1 for
simplicity, the quantum gluon propagator, b"'AF(q), and the ghost propagator, D"'((a),
do not differ from those calculated by the conventional method in Eqs. (2.31) and (2.40))
respectively. The same holds true for the vertex %(q) - A&@) - A",(lc), which equals
f"&I'gx(q,p, k ) in Eq. (2.34). Therefore, it is obvious that the one-loop &q-coupling will
be the same in both approaches. To calculate the gluon self-energy in the B F M in noncovariant gauges, we need the coupling of
given by

to ghosts, i.e., &((a)

- ci(p) - cz(k). This is
(3.22)

ag(q),

The gluon vacuum polarization of is equal to
up to an extra contribution coming
from the ghost interaction in Eq. (3.22). However, closer inspection on the ghost loop
reveals that this is actually the tadpole term T p )in Eq. (2.44), which is irrelevant in DR.
Finally, it may be worth commenting on the fact [12] that the UV divergent part of
f$$)(q) evaluated in gauges (2.49) and (3.20) is in general proportional to bl = l l c ~ / 3only
in the pure axial-gauge limit 6 + 0, although the WIs in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) are satisfied.
These
The reason is that fi$(q) may contain UV divergences proportional to n,(q,q).
UV infinities will eventually induce non-covariant counter-terms [12]of the gauge-invariant
form 7 7 ~ 7 7 u ~ ; A ~ ~ J .
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4

Connection between GPT and

BFM

In this section, we shall demonstrate the relation between the GPT and the B F M in the
non-covariant gauge (2.27) for = 1, by analyzing a typical quark-quark scattering, e.g.,
qij + q'ij'. Recently, analogous considerations based on BRS identities have been applied
to show that basic field-theoretical requirements necessary for a resummation formalism

are satisfied by the PT [6]. In this context, we wish to briefly address the issue of how
unique is the tri-gauge decomposition in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.32) within the framework of the
G P T in covariant and non-covariant gauges. Furthermore, we will present a way to deduce
the effective tree-level four-gluon vertex present in a PT one-loop amplitude, in which two
of the gluons are in the loop while the other two are external. The effective four-gluon
coupling can be isolated from a proper one-loop four-point function by resorting t o the
intrinsic property [16] of the PT. The analytic result so-derived is found to be the same
with the respective vertex, AAAA, in the B F M for

&J = 1.

In the conventional PT, the

four-gauge coupling does not contain any pinching momenta. However, one could define a
'pinching' term by decomposing the tree-level four-gluon vertex into two parts, so that the
'pinching' and non-'pinching' part separately satisfy the same BRS identity.
Let us consider the one-loop transition amplitude 7(2)= (q'ij'/T(2)/qij),
where the
superscript on T will denote the order of expansion in powers of g2. Following Ref. [6], we
Then, one may rely on the analyticity property
will calculate the absorptive part of T(').
of the S matrix to obtain its dispersive or Hermitean part. After carrying out all possible
unitarity cuts, one can see that the absorptive amplitude depends on two tree-level matrix
and
elements, where the first involves quarks in the intermediate state, i.e., (q"~lT(')lqij),
the second gluons, e.g., (gglT(l)lqij). More explicitly, we have

where d X L I p s indicates the two-body Lorentz-invariant phase-space integration measure.
The factor 1/2 in front of the gluonic contribution on the RHS of Eq. (4.1) is statistical. It is
now obvious that any gauge dependence of the tree-level quark-dependent amplitudes, e.g.,
(q"ij"lT(')lqij),is trivial. Thus, one has the freedom to choose the virtual gluon propagator
in an arbitrary gauge, and hence the non-covariant one in Eq. (2.31). This fact should be
contrasted with our earlier observation of the vanishing of the G P T terms in any gauge for
the QED-like part of the vertex I'lM(q,pl,p2)in Fig. 3.
The situation is different for the case of the two gluons in the intermediate state,
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(qqlT(')lg(Zl)g(Z2)). If we denote this matrix element by

Gu,we then have the WI

Furthermore, 7Pu
is the sum of two amplitudes: ZPU,characterized by the presence of
the three-gluon vertex in the s-channel, and ZPU,
the remainder. Within the G P T in the
non-covariant gauge defined in Eq. (2.27)) we split
according to Eq. (2.32) as follows:

zPu
zpu= ZZZ) + qy,

(4-3)

contains the effective tree-level tri-gauge coupling I ' E A ( q , p ,Ic) in Eq. (2.34) and
Zrp) its pinching counterpart I ' E z ) ( q , p , Ic) in Eq. (2.35). In the ghost-free gauges under
consideration, the polarization tensor of gluons is given by

where

This result would also have been obtained, if we had applied Cutkosky rules t o the gluon
propagator in Eq. (2.31) and set q2 = 0. Omitting the LIPS integral of the intermediate
gluons for brevity, one has for the bosonic contribution in Eq. (4.1) that

where M(q) is the absorptive amplitude one obtains within the G P T or B F M in the ghostfree gauge mentioned above,

and SM is the would-be deviation

On account of the W I in Eq. (4.2) and the fact that q'"P,,(Z, 7 ) ) = 0, S M vanishes identically.
This example explicitly demonstrates the connection between the GPT and the B F M in the
non-covariant gauge (2.27). Following a line of similar arguments, one can reach the same
conclusion for the GPT and the B F M in covariant or in more general gauges discussed in
Section 3.

It is now interesting to analyze briefly to what extend the splitting of the three-gluon
vertex, rpx(q,p, Ic), given in Eq. (2.18), is uniquely determined, provided the non-pinching
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part of r P v A ( q , p ,k ) satisfies the WI in Eq. (2.19). For example, another possible expansion
of rpYA(q,p,k ) in covariant gauges would be

which obeys the same WI of Eq. (2.19), i . e . ,

The generalized pinching part of rCIUA(q,p,k ) would then be defined as

(4.10)
However, the form of

rPvA
- ( € g ) (q,p, Ic)

as well as that of F z F ) ( q , p ,k ) can only arise from

non-local interactions within a Lagrangian. Even if adopting this realization of the

GPT,

one is still able to construct a three-point Green’s function
(q,pl,p)), which satisfies
the QED-like WI in Eq. (2.24). An example of the kind is the Vilkovisky-DeWitt effective
action [20], which also predicts a non-local tri-gluon vertex. One might therefore expect
=(€Q)

that this action would correspond to the GPT in a particular gauge. An extensive analysis
of the latter lies beyond the scope of our present discussion. In this context, we remark

that, within the GPT in the non-covariant gauge (2.27), the splitting of r P v A ( q , p ,k ) in Eq.
(2.32) appears not to admit a non-local solution beyond the local one found in Eqs. (2.34)
and (2.35).

So far, we have focused our attention on the tri-gauge coupling, rPA(q,p, Ic). In the
P T , the four-gluon coupling, AZAbAvAi, given by

r$fp

2

= -i9 [ f

abz zcd

f

+ faezfZbd

(9PX9YP

(SPYSAP

-

- 9PP9YA)

9PP9VA)]

,

+f

daz

f z k (9PX9YP

-

9W9AP)

(4.11)

does not contain any pinching part, as opposed to rPA(q,p, k ) . In the BFM in covariappearing in the classical Laant gauges, the coupling a;$A;A,d is different from
grangian. In a general ( Q gauge in the BFM, the afore-mentioned four-gauge coupling may
be written as [17]

(4.12)
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This might make one think that the connection established for the tri-gauge coupling may
get spoiled for the four-gluon vertex, especially when one compares the proper one-loop
PT four-point function qijA",;, shown in Fig. 6, with the corresponding one obtained by
the B F M . To show that this relation still exists, we intend to isolate the effective fourF,abcd
gluon vertex, I'puXp
, from the graph in Fig. 6(d), after including the relevant pinching
contributions originating from the one-loop transition amplitude qijA:A;. Consequently,
this analysis presented here will equally carry over to the G P T in general gauges.
Let us consider the 1PI four-point Green's function, q(pl)ij(p2) -+ A;( kl)Ae( k2) shown
in Fig. 6, where the external quarks and gluons are taken to be on-shell. According to the
diagrammatic approach of the intrinsic PT [16], we will only keep PT terms that are akin
to the graph in Fig. 6(d). For simplicity, we will work in the Feynman-'t-Hooft gauge. To
F,abed
, may be deduced from Fig. 6(b), by including the
be specific, the effective vertex, rpuxp
pinching parts resulting from the two graphs in Fig. 6(a). Up to overall factors, external
quark spinors and gluon polarizations, we have

(4.14)
where
= A a ~ , ,and S( 21) = 1/( $ - m ) are the coupling of a gluon field, A;, to quarks
and the quark propagator at the tree level, respectively. Furthermore, the intrinsic pinch
contributions originating from the two graphs in Fig. 6(a) have the form

= i9"f

acx

f xbd spxsup - fdax f xbe SPPSXU)

9

(4.15)

P
where AC'(q) = -gup/q2, l?p;:bx(k)
= gf"bEkx is that term of I ' r u x ( q , p , k ) in Eq. (2.12),
whose momentum gets contracted, as can be seen from Eq. (4.15). It is now easy to verify
u x p - r apuxp
b c d - r pP&d
u x p is exactly the expression obtained from Eq. (4.12) for (Q = 1.
that r pF,abcd
In the G P T in covariant gauges, one can derive the effective coupling, (eQ)Babcd from Eq.
(4.15), by making the following replacements:

In this way, we find that the analytic expression for the non-'pinching' part of the four-gluon
coupling is identical to that obtained by the B F M in Eq. (4.12).
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Analogous calculations may be carried out in the non-covariant gauge (2.27). In
t h i s case, the gluon propagator is given in Eq. (2.31) for ( = 1. From Eq. (2.35), the
p(")'abz(l) is identified to be
corresponding expression for rpUX

(4.16)
After making the obvious substitutions of Eqs. (2.31) and (4.16) into Eq. (4.15), we obtain
both for

rpuxpand

the following results:

where = 1 and the analytic form of I?$$., is given in Eq. (4.11). Equation (4.18) equals
the expression one would have obtained by calculating the Feynman rule of the coupling
e A L A i A z , directly from the B F M in the gauge (3.20). Once again, this nicely demonstrates the powerful relation between the

GPT and the B F M at the diagrammatic level.

Therefore, it makes sense to suggest that there is an effective pinching part in the
four-gluon vertex AZALA",Az, when two of the gluons are in external lines, A; and A; say.
For instance, in the

GPT

in covariant gauges, one may perform the decomposition (all

moment a are incoming)

(4.19)
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SO

that I'pvxp
(CQ)'abcd satisfies the WIs

(4.21)
where the momenta g and p refer to the external gluons A> and Ab,, respectively. Bear
in mind that the first colour or Lorentz index of rpvx
(CQ)'ah (or I'p(CQ)'oh)
WJx
specifies which
gluon is external, e.g., A;. Since I'$'$p(g,p,k,r) obeys the same WIs in Eqs. (4.20) and
(4.20), involving the bare tri-gauge coupling I';$x(g,p, k ) , the linear decomposition of the
four-gluon vertex in Eq. (4.19) implies that the very same WIs should also be satisfied by
their GPT counterparts, i.e., by rpvxp
P(Cq),ohd ( g , ~ ,k , T ) and I'p(CQ)'xcd
(g p , k , ~ ) etc.
,
This
vxp
property may be considered as a consistency check of the G P T formalism.

+

Some recent techniques devoted to the calculation of off-shell Green's functions are
based on the superstring formalism [21]. At the one-loop order, the superstring action
naturally singles out the B F M . In other approaches, the main concern has been to design
new gauges that can simplify diagrammatic analyses [22], in the same sense that GervaisNeveu [23] gauge reduces labor considerably in the calculation of multi-gluon graphs in the
tree approximation. Even though such methods may have some relation with the GPT,
our focal interest, however, is very different. Apart from the link that we have established
between the GPT and the B F M , our primary aim is to formulate an algorithmic method,
such as the GPT, which gives rise to Green's functions in general gauges that satisfy
Abelian-type WIs, in line with resummation requirements [6]. The basic diagrammatic
rules governing the G P T in DR may be summarized as follows:

1. Three-gluon vertices, in which one of the gluons is attached via an external line,
should be decomposed into two terms: the 'pinching' and the non-'pinching'. The
non-'pinching' term is defined as that term that satisfies the WI involving propagators
in the given gauge, in which the G P T is applied. For example, in covariant and noncovariant gauges, these WIs are given in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.33), respectively. The
'pinching' part gives rise to terms that should be added t o lower n-point correlation
functions. As has been analyzed in this section, an analogous decomposition may be
considered for the four-gluon vertex as well, provided two of the gluons are not in the
loop.
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2. Ghost couplings or ghost propagators of a given gauge should not be modified in this
algorithm. In particular, these interactions are absent in ghost-free gauges.

3. Three- and four-gauge couplings in the loop, which do not have any external gluons,
are taken to be equal with r;FA(q,p,k ) in Eq. (2.9)and r>yp(q,p,k,r)in Eq. (4.11),
respectively. The same holds true for the four-gauge coupling, if three of the four
gluons are in the loop.
4.

Within our algorithm, the difference of propagators can produce residual pinch contributions. In fact, these residual pinch terms are obtained, when one converts the
gluon propagators in the loop, evaluated in an arbitrary gauge, t o the given gauge
that the G P T is considered (cf. Eq. (2.26)).

These rules coincide with those of the usual PT at one loop in the Feynman-’t-Hooft
gauge [1,16].Nevertheless, beyond one loop, these rules are inspired by the B F M . One
may therefore expect that high-order Green’s functions will retain the desirable property
of satisfying B F M WIs, known from the PT at one loop.

5

Conclusions

It has been shown that Cornwall’s PT [l] can consistently be generalized in such a way
that the resulting Green’s functions satisfy the very same WIs known from the PT or the
B F M . In Section 2, this extended version of the PT, the G P T , is found t o be very closely
related to the B F M in covariant and non-covariant gauges. However, contrary to the PT,
the G P T Green’s functions do generally contain unphysical poles of the type, l/(k * T ) ~ ,
in non-covariant gauges. Moreover, the G P T and the B F M correlation functions in the
covariant gauges display (g-dependent thresholds in SSB theories [6].In this context, it
should be stressed again that only the conventional PT does not suffer from unphysical
poles when unitarity cuts are considered. In addition, conventional PT obeys a number of
field-t heoretical requirements derived from resummation considerations [6],thus rendering
it an appealing method for describing the dynamics of unstable particles at high-energy
colliders [4].

The explicit connection between the G P T and the B F M is also demonstrated in a
typical quark-quark scattering in Section 4. The importance of our new diagrammatic
method formulated here, the G P T , may be seen from the fact that it enables the design
of new quantum actions at one loop and so provides a better understanding of a possible
link with the B F M . Conversely, the B F M in a general gauge may be represented by the
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corresponding G P T at the 5’-matrix level. Even though we have shown that such an oneto-one correspondence exists for a wide class of covariant and non-covariant gauges, there
may be some cases, for which this relation could still fail and appropriate modifications of
the G P T algorithm and/or the B F M may be necessary. In the Vilkovisky-DeWitt approach
[20], for example, the gauge dependence of the usual effective action is attributed to the
choice of a coordinate system on an infinite dimensional manifold of all field configurations.
Thus, reparametrization invariance of the field variables can be achieved by modifying the
B F M decomposition in Eq. (3.l), supplemented by additional geometrical restrictions. As
a consequence, the effective Vilkovisky-DeWitt action predicts non-local couplings coming
from the affine connection. Nevertheless, the G P T admits the treatment of such nonlocal interactions and can hence give a unique chance to obtain a new insight between
diagrammatic cancellations and new gauges within the B F M . An analytic discussion of the
latter may be given elsewhere.
Beyond one loop, the PT and the G P T require an extensive study. Although the
algorithmic rules of the G P T given at the end of Section 4 may entail that the above
connection with the B F M is valid to all orders, it is the flexibility of the former which allows
us to believe that this solution may not be the only possible one. Within the perturbation
theory, the power of a diagrammatic method, such as PT or G P T , lies in carrying out
resummations of self-energies inside the quantum loops in Yang-Mills theories. In fact,
Cornwall’s original motivation has been based on that aspect, who has defined the PT
by studying specific three-loop graphs. This flexibility is not available in the B F M at
the moment, unless a variation of the loopwise expansion of the effective action is to be
invented. Even though we have not addressed the validity of the GPT in SSB theories, the
fact that the PT has successfully been applied to these theories as well [24] makes one to
conclude safely that the general connection established in the present paper between the
G P T and the B F M will generally hold true.
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